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Dear Family Law Practitioner,
Welcome to our first issue of QDRO Quarterly. We speak with many of you
about a variety of QDRO related topics, ideas and concerns. The content of this
newsletter is inspired by these discussions and is intended to educate and inform
you, challenge your thinking, and provide you with information that will add value
to your practice. We welcome your comments and suggestions regarding QDRO
Quarterly—which you may submit to info@goodman-qdro.com.

Considerations When Offsetting
Multiple Retirement Plans
Offsetting or equalizing the community property interest in multiple retirement plans
is a common and perfectly acceptable arrangement. Volatile market conditions
coupled with the parties’ varying 401(k) and IRA portfolios calls attention to the
pitfalls associated with such an arrangement. The following illustration is intended
to highlight the issue and provide suggested language for alerting the client to risks
associated with offsetting--especially in today’s financial climate.
A Judgment/MSA provides that in order to reduce the number of QDROs, the parties agree
that the community property interest in their respective 401(k) plans shall be offset based on
a valuation date of June 30, 2017, and the equalizing payment shall be made from Husband’s
401(k) Plan, which amount shall be assigned to Wife via a QDRO, along with investment gains
and losses from June 30, 2017, through the date funds are distributed to Wife. Specifically, the
following retirement plans shall be “offset” include:
1. Husband’s Fidelity 401(k) Plan with a community property value of $1,000,000 as
of 6/30/17.
2. Wife’s Fidelity 401(k) Plan with a community property value of $300,000 as of
6/30/17.
3. Husband’s Putnam 401(k) Plan with a community property value of $200,000 as of
6/30/2017.
4. Wife’s Putnam 401(K) Plan with a community property value of $500,000 as of
6/30/2017.
The combined community property value of the foregoing plans/accounts was $2,000,000 as
of 6/30/2017; 50% of which is $1,000,000. Offsetting the community property interest means
that Wife will retain 100% the community property interest in her 401(k) plans with a combined
value of $800,000 and shall receive $200,000 from Husband’s 401(k) account valued as of
June 30, 2017, with gains and losses thereon through the date funds are distributed to Wife.
This above is a fairly common arrangement. What is more common is that the QDRO
distribution to Wife does takes a few to several months to complete and that the investment
performance of the various 401(k) Plans has slight to significant discrepancies during that
period.
Assume the following rate of return for each of the above 401(k) accounts from 6/30/2017
through February 28, 2018 (the date funds are distributed to Wife under the QDRO).
1. Husband’s Fidelity 401(k) Plan = 15%
2. Wife’s Fidelity 401(k) Plan = 3.5%
3. Husband’s Putnam 401(k) Plan = 7%
4. Wife’s Putnam 401(k) Plan = 2%
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Based on the foregoing equalization, the parties will receive the following as their respective
share of community property on February 28, 2018 (date funds are distributed to Wife via the
QDRO).
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Ideally, the parties would share 50/50 in the community property interest as of the date
of distribution. However, due to the inherent lag time between the valuation date used to
“equalize” the community property interest for purposes of offsetting multiple retirement
accounts and the date funds are distributed, and the different make up of each party’s
portfolio, there is always the risk that one party will receive more or less than he/she would
otherwise receive if the community property interest in the plans/accounts are transferred from
each retirement account in kind. When handling such an offset or equalization, consider the
following or something similar in conveying to your client the risk of an equalization payment of
this nature:
You have agreed to equalize or offset retirement plans/account thereby limiting
the number of plans/accounts that are physically transferred between you and
your former spouse. You have agreed to a fixed valuation date on which the
community property interest is determined. Thereafter, the equalizing payment will
be adjusted for investment gains and losses experienced by the plan/account from
which the equalizing payment is to be made. In doing so, note that the investment
experience (gains and losses) for that particular plan/account from which funds
are transferred for the period from the date of valuation (when all account values
are compared) through the date funds are transferred WILL NOT be same as the
investment performance for all other plans/accounts considered in arriving at the
equalization payment. As such, you will receive more or less than the amount you
would otherwise receive if the community property share of each account were to
be transferred from each plan separately.

Expect the Unexpected
One of my dad’s catch phrases is “expect the unexpected”.
As kids, we were often reminded to bring an umbrella;
pack a snack; fill up our tank; or the like. As attorneys, we
understand that malpractice claims are often the result of
the unexpected. The “easy” case or mellow client suddenly
becomes the squeaky wheel or the cause of restless nights.
In the context of our law practices, unanticipated events are
sobering reminders that we should never get too comfortable
with a single case or client.
The four corners of a QDRO may be very straightforward.
That said, I am frequently reminded that there “there is no
such thing as an easy QDRO.” More to the point, securing
a court signed and plan approved QDRO is a process—the
ease of which is not determinable until after the road has
been travelled.
Below, are events that may arise after I have been hired and
before the QDRO is implemented. Recognizing that these events can and do occur may help
eliminate or minimize a client’s loss, malpractice claims, and aggravation.
1.

Employee Spouse Elects a Distribution. When an employee terminates or is
terminated, she is eligible to take a distribution of her 401(k) account regardless of
age. In the case of a defined benefit plan, depending on the age of the employee,
she may be eligible to begin receiving monthly payments. The degree of complication
and damage associated with the distribution of funds prior to completion of a QDRO
varies—but always results in additional time and cost related to tracing and/or verifying
the movement of funds; or consequences of a distribution election.

2.

Participant Spouse Dies. The death of the participant spouse before commencement
of benefits and before a QDRO is completed has varying implications for the nonparticipant spouse. Whether and to what extent benefits are payable following a
participant’s death depends on many factors. Benefits could become payable to a
beneficiary other than the non-participant spouse; could terminate; or could be paid to
the non-participant in excess of that individual’s marital share to the exclusion of the
participant’s heirs or estate.

3.

Retiree Spouse Dies. The death of a retiree spouse before a QDRO is completed
could also cause unwanted/unexpected results. In the case of a defined benefits plan,
understanding the distribution election and beneficiary designation is critical. If the
retiree has commenced benefits before the Judgment is entered, knowledge of the
distribution election is essential to any settlement or final judgment. If the retiree has
not yet commenced benefits, it is important to understand that type of survivor/death
benefits payable.

4.

Non-participant Spouse Dies. The death of the non-participant spouse may or may
not extinguish that individual’s rights to benefits. Unlike other marital assets which can
pass to beneficiaries or the estate of the decedent, a non-participant’s interest in a
retirement plan may terminate at death of that individual. Where the non-participant’s
benefits can continue following his/her death, the class of individuals eligible for such
payment may be limited.

5.

Disagreement Regarding Terms of Judgment/Settlement. The QDRO process is often
started following the parties’ settlement concerning the division of retirement benefits.
It is quite common to discover during the QDRO process that the parties do not agree
on the division of benefits. Such disputes often involve treatment of earnings/losses,
valuation dates, plan loans, offsets with other assets, “costs” associated with survivor
benefits, and payment following death of one party.

6.

Changes in Plan Administrator/Recordkeeper. The plan administrator and recordkeeper
play key roles in the QDRO process—having the authority to accept or deny a
QDRO—but also maintaining employee/participant data, records, and statements that
are often necessary to prepare a QDRO and process payment under a QDRO. Change
or transition from a plan administrator/recordkeeper at any time during an individual’s
participation in a plan may (i) cause delay and added costs in gathering information/
statements; (ii) may necessitate using assumptions to arrive at estimated community
property interest; or (iii) may require modification of parties’ settlement where ‘offsets’
with other retirement plans are contemplated.

7.

Plan Violations/Non-Compliance. In case of self-administered plans (e.g., plans in
which one party is also the plan trustee/administrator) non-compliance with applicable
laws inadequate funding of the plan, engaging in prohibited transactions, or failing to
file annual tax returns is far too common. Any assignment of retirement plan assets
without knowledge or consideration of a plan’s funding levels, or potential or actual
compliance issues may have unwanted consequences.

8.

Employee Spouse takes a Plan Loan. Where plan loans are permitted, a participant
may take up to the lesser of 50% of the vested account balance or $50,000. Although
this would seemingly leave at least 50% of the account available for assignment under
a QDRO, taking a loan against an account may cause the available balance to fall
below a fixed award to a non-participant.

9.

Failure to Cooperate. Perhaps the most common “wrench” in the process is one party’s
refusal to cooperate, procrastination, or bad faith dealing. Any degree of procrastination
or non-cooperation may cause delay which in turn may cause loss of benefits or
damages; and in many cases further litigation.

10. Market Fluctuations. In the case of defined contribution plans and IRAs, wild downturns
and upticks in the market may severely impact a client’s expectation of the amount
he or she will receive from a retirement plan. Fixed dollar awards invite problems as
one party will bear the risk of losses and reap all benefits of gains. Market conditions
also impact the discount value of actuarial reports which are often used to reach
settlements.
As a practitioner, preparing for the unexpected with regard to QDROs means understanding
the risks and having the tools to protect against loss of benefits or navigate the process
as challenges are presented. Taking precautions come in various forms such as ‘joining’
a retirement plan, delaying entry of a Judgment until the QDRO is completed, or involving
a QDRO expert early in the process to understand the retirement plan features and
administration which are often necessary before reaching a settlement. Such preparation
may also come in the form of providing information to the client thereby setting realistic
expectations regarding the retirement benefits to be paid or received. That said, in my
experience the most troubling cases involve clients whose attorneys have given the false
impression that the process is straightforward without regard to the unexpected.

Drafting Tips for Judgment/MSAs
My favorite no nonsense lunch is the peanut butter/
chocolate smoothie at Sunlife. I always add 2 mejool
dates for some texture. And with that….you need to add
“dates” to your Judgments/MSAs. Whenever you include
a percentage or dollar to be paid from an IRA or defined
contribution plan (e.g., 401(k) or profit sharing plan) be
sure to state the valuation date on which the award is to
be applied. Without a ‘date’ it is unclear as to when the
award is applied to the account balance—which leads
to the related issue of investment earnings and losses
on the award and the time period for making such an
adjustment. Some examples:
Bad: The Petitioner is awarded 50% of Respondent’s
Teledyne Inc. Savings Plan.
Better: The Petitioner is awarded 50% of Respondent’s Teledyne Inc. Savings Plan valued as
of June 30, 2017.
Best: The Petitioner is awarded 50% of Respondent’s Teledyne Inc. Savings Plan value as of
June 30, 2017, adjusted for investment gains and losses thereon from June 30, 2017, through
the date funds are distributed to Petitioner.
Related Case: In re Marriage of Janes, 11 Cal. App. 5th 1043, 217 Cal. Rptr. 3d 916, in which
Court finds that where Judgment was silent as to earnings or losses on party’s share of
retirement plan, the non-participant was entitled to earnings or losses on her award from the
valuation date in the Judgment through the date of distribution.
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